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RESUMO

Encontramos estimativas para 03 autovalores de matrizes de interpolagéo associadas com certas

funqées condicionalmente negativas definidas em esferas. Como consequéncia, estimativas sobre o

nfimero de condigéo espectral de tais matrizes sélo obtidas.
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ABSTRACT. For interpolation matrices generated by a certain class of conditionally negative definite functions

on spheres, we give a method for obtaining bounds on the eigenvalues of the matrix. As a consequence, estimates

on the spectral condition number of the matrix are provided.

l.lNTRODUCTlON

In the last decade, there has been a significant amount of work on scattered data interpolation

on spheres. Among several approaches to interpolation on spheres, the radial basis method proved

to be very effective. It can be described as follows: Given data 011,02 . . . ,an 6 1R at distinct centres

$1,552, . . . ,zn over the unit sphere S” in lRm+1 and a continuous function g : [0,7r] —> IR, one wants

to find an interpolant of the form

n
St?) = Z ng(dm($, my?)

j=1

satisfying the interpolation conditions s(:v,-) = 04, 1 5 i 5 n. In the above expression, dm denotes

the great—circle or geodesic distance on S”, La,

dm(.1:,y) = a.rccos(a:,y), x,y E Sm,

in which (~,) denotes the usual inner product in lRm‘H. The interpolation problem has a unique

solution if and only if the interpolation matrix with ij—entry given by g(dm(a:,-,zj)) is invertible.

lPartially supported by CNPq—Brazil



Investigation of this method was started by Cheney and Light ([8]) and Xu and Cheney ([19])

and then further developed by several authors. The survey paper [5] resumes the theoretical results

in this area.

We will be specially concerned with this type of interpolation, using conditionally negative definite

functions on S”. A continuous function g is conditionally negative definite on S’” if and only if

2 Cing(dm(w1-,wjl) S 0

i1j=1

for all n 2 2, {x1,a:2, . . . ,zn} C Sm, and {c1,cz, . . . ,c,,} C IR with 22210,- : 0. These functions are

representable in the form ([11])

g(t) : g(0) + 53am — p2(cost)), A = (m — 1)/2, ak 2 0, iak < 00, (1.1)
k=1 k=1

where pit) are Gegenbauer polynomials normalized by p,’§(1) : 1. Thus, pfi) = PkA(-)/P,;\(1), where

P]? denotes a standard Gegenbauer polynomial as defined in [18]. The interpolation matrices produced

by this type of function are, up to constants, Euclidean distance matrices ([3, Proposition 3.3.2]).
Recall that a matrix D = (Dij) of order n is a Euclidean distance matrix provided there exist points

y1,y2,...y,. in IR’, (r S n — 1) such that Di]- = Hy, — yj||%, 1 31,95 n ([6]).

If g is strictly conditionally negative definite, 1'.e., if the above inequalities are strict whenever at
least one of cl,c2, . . . , cn does not vanish, and if, in addition, it is nonnegative then the corresponding

interpolation problem has a unique solution for all n 2 2. The corresponding interpolation matrices

have one positive eigenvalue and n — 1 negative ones.

A sufficient condition in order that a function g be strictly conditionally negative definite on

S” is that its series representation as above be such that ak > (J for arbitrarily long sequences of

consecutive evens and of consecutive odds. This follows from [15, Theorem 6.9]. By a theorem of

Menegatto ([12]), a function of the form F o g, in which F : [0,oo) —) [0,oo) is continuous and Fl

is nonconstant and completely monotonic and g is conditionally negative definite with g(t) > 0 for

t > 0, is strictly conditionally negative definite on Sm. In particular, any function F as above is itself

strictly conditionally negative definite on S”.
In order to quantify the interpolation method, estimations on the condition number of the inter-

polation matrices are needed. Our purpose in writing this paper is to obtain eigenvalue estimates for

interpolation matrices associated with conditionally negative definite functions f for which f 0 am

is, up to a nonnegative constant, a metric transform embeddable in Hilbert space. By a result of



Bochner ([4]), such functions have a representation in the form

f(t):f(())+ 2m(1—79), (cost)) f(())2(), akzo, Zak<oo. (1.2)
k=l ._.

If (Lk > 0 for at least one odd k, then f(t) > f(()) for" t > (I, and therefore f is strictly conditionally

negative delinite on S’".

Due to the nature of our method, the estimates we obtain only depend 011 the maximum and

minimum geodesic separation of the centres. For a given set of centres {z1,z2,.. an} C 57”, the

minimum geodesic separation is defined as

min{dm(x,',mj), 13 i < j 5 n}

and the maximum geodesic separation as

max{dm(a;,~,:vj), 15 i < j S n}.

The boundedness of 5” allows us to obtain estimates that are independent of the number of centres.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive upper bounds on the absolute value

of the eigenvalues. Initially, based upon a result in ([10]) we obtain an upper bound for matrices

associated with a general conditionally negative definite function, depending only on the minimum

geodesic separation. Bounds associated with functions as in (1.2) are then obtained, but they depend

on both the maximum and minimum geodesic separation. In Section 3,we obtain a lower bound for

the eigenvalues associated with strictly conditionally negative definite functions representable as in

(1.2). Once again, a dependence 011 both geodesic separations exist. In Section 4, we apply our results

to some concrete examples.

2.UI’I’ER ESTIMATES ON THE EIGENVALUES

We begin by obtaining upper bounds on the eigenvalues for matrices associated with a general

conditionally negative definite function on 57”. Precisely, we estimate the spectral radius of the

interpolation matrix. The idea of the proof of the theorem is from [10]. Recall that the spectral radius

of an n x n matrix A is the number p(A) given by

p(A) : max{|a| :a is an eigenvalue of A}.

For normal matrices, the spectral radius coincides with the numerical radius and with the spectral

norm of the matrix, 1'.e.,

p(/~l) : max{|c*/lc.| : ||c||2 : I} : max{\/5 : (v is an eigenvalue of A*A}. (2.1)



In addition, the following inequality relates p(A) to the Zz—norm ||A||2 of A:

fan/lug s pm) 3 IIAHz. (2.2)

We observe that the upper bound above is sharp but the lower bound is not. The reader is invited

to consult [7, Chapter 5] for a complete discussion on matrix norms.

Theorem 2.1. Let m be a positive integer and set /\ : (in — 1)/2. Let g be a function as in (1.1). If

in], . . . ,mn are distinct points on Sm and A is the matrix with entries Aij = g(dm(zi,mj)), then the

following estimate holds:

pm) 5 n (|g(0)| + zit)
k=l

Proof: For c 6 IR" we have that

|ctAc| = E cicj- (gm) + Z ak (1— pjxcos dm(zi,wj)))
i,j=1 k=1

5 2 01'01' (gm) + E (1k) + Z CiCj Z akp;:(cos(dm(a:,~,xj))) .

i,j=l k=0 i,j=1 k=1

Recalling Schoenberg’s characterization of positive definite functions on spheres ([16]), we obtain

[ctAc| 5 Z Cicj (|g(0 )|+ I; ak + Z akpk(((zi,$j))>-
i,j=1 =0 k=1

Now, we require the addition theorem for spherical harmonics ([13]):

Nm+1

pi<<m,y>)— “m—+‘ gainsP—_k(1)Nm+l

In this formula, {SLI S j 5 NgnH} is an orthonormal set of spherical harmonics of order 1c and

dimension m+1, and com“ is the surface area of 5”. Defining on := |g(0)| + Zfio ak and using the

addition theorem and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain

w n
|c‘Acl = Zak Z CiCjPiflzivzjll

k=0 i,j=1
1

11. NM00

Pwm+____1_: XE)“ Nm+l cicJ Z Sill" ”Sid$1)
kt): ij= l

Nm+1 2

wm+lk—T 61510170)
13,3me +1 2: (z<l=1

an

M8:

k=()



Nm+1
w—+1)2< ||c||22ak A

m E Z(5(_ —+1 k(-
kkP (1le 1_1 i:

= nlchiZak
k=()

'
00

= n Halli (Ir/(OH + 2&1).
k=1

The. result now follows from (2.I). E]

The elimination of n in the estimate above can be done using the boundedness of Sm. The precise

statement is as follows.

Corollary 2.2. Let m, g, and A be as in the previous theorem. If the points at], . . . , (an have minimum

geodesic separation c then

pm) 5 cscm“ 5 (mail + 2f at) .

k:U

Proof: If two points have geodesic distance at least 6 then their Euclidean distance is at least

2sin 6/2. Since any two points on Sm have euclidean distance equal to 2, a subset of S” with

minimum geodesic separation 6 contains at most

2 m+1 1

<2sin 6/2) _ sinm‘l'1 6/2

points. Thus, the result; follows from the previous theorem. El

Although the previous theorems hold for general conditionally negative definite functions, their

application to functions representable as in (1.2) may be complicated. Next, we try to minimize this

possible complication. Several technical lemmas are needed. The first one concerns the behavior of

certain constants that appear in our estimates. For k E IN \ {O} and /\ > 0 we define

F(lc/2 + A)
01m I:—,F(/\)[‘(k/2 +1)

where F(-) is the usual gamma function. An interesting observation to be used later is that if /\ :
(m —1)/2 > 0 then P130) : 62194”, [C 21.

Lemma 2.3. Let m E lN\ {0,1} and set /\ = (m —1)/2. Then, czk,” > ck,,\, k E IN \ {O}.



Proof: We show that ck,A/62k,2) < 1 under the given hypotheses. Using the Gauss multiplication
formula ([1])

fi F(2t) = 22t—1F(t)F(t+%), 21¢ 0,—1,—2,...

we have that

M F(k/2+/\) rm) r(/1+ 1)

ctkgl r<A>11k/21—1)112A-1k)
l‘(l/2+/\) F(lc+ 1)

2k Mic/2+ 1) F((k+ 1)/?+ A)

r(1/2+ /\) me“)
Me +1) Mic/2 +1) F((k +1)/2+ A)

2 r(1/2+ A) F((k+ 1)/2+ 1)

fi(k+1)F((k+1)/2+/\)
F(1/2+A) F((k+1)/2)
fir“((k+1)/2+A)'

Now, we use induction on m. If m : 2,3, we consider two cases. If, on the one hand, 16 : 1, then we

have that
2c ' l“ l 21,1/2 I ( )

2 _ < 1,
7r02,1 fi F(3/2)

61—11 = Lil/2)F“) : 1/4 <1.
62,2 fi F(2)

and

On the other hand, if k 2 2, then

%m_MHW@<L<1
62m \/_ F(k/2+1) \/—

and
ck] F((k+1)/2)—’— :—— < 1 2 < 1,

an 2nw+3vm /
because F is increasing on [3/2, 00). Next, assume that Ck,,\/Cgk,2,\ < 1 for m = 2, 3, . . . , l, and consider

/\ = (1+ 1— l)/2 21/2. Then,

ck) _ (+3/2+A—1)F((k+1)/2)
62k,2,\

_ flu (k+3) /2+A— 1)

(1/2+/\ — 1) F(l/2+/\— l) l“((1c+1)/2)
fi((lc+1)/2+A~1) F((k+1)/2+A— 1)

r(1/2+ A— 1) F((k+1)/2)
fiF((k+1)/2+/\— 1)

Ck,A—1

Czk,2,\—2’

and the result follows. D

(i



Lemma 2.4. Let m E IN \ {0, 1} and set /\ = (m — 1)/2. Then the Gegenbauer polynomials satisfy
the following inequality on the interval [—1, 1]:

|Pi‘(t)| 3 Gwen t2 + cm (1—172), 1c 2 2.

Proof: The inequality is due to Loliol'er ([9]) who proved an even sharper inequality holding for

general Gegenbauer functions. [I

Lemma 2.5. Let m E ]N\ {0,1} and set /\ : (m —1)/2.1fe,5 E (0,7r] and why 6 Sm are such that

6 S dm(-Tf,y) S 6 then

1—p£(cosdm($,y)) 5 (1+ Ck’A
> —l— (1 —

Ck’A >max{|cosc|,|cos<§|}.
02k,2/\ C2/c,2,\

Proof: First observe that for t 6 [—l, l], the following inequality holds

lPi?(t)l S 62k,» ltl + Cm (1 — ltl), k 21-

It is obvious when k z 1. If k > 1, it follows from the inequality

Czk,2,\
152 + Cm (1 — t2) S Czk,2,\ ltl -|- Cm (1 — ltl), ltl S 1-

and Lemma 2.4. The previous inequality follows from Lemma 2.3 and direct computation. The desired

inequality can now be obtained

C2k,2/\ lCOSdm($ayll+ck,/\ (1_ lCOSdm($ay)ll

02k 2A
1

l—pl(cosdm($,y)) S 1+ sz
: (1+ Ck’A >+<1— Ck’A

> |cosdm(:1:,y)|
62k,2,\ 02k,2/\

3 (1+ Ck’A >+<1— Ck’A >max{|cose|,|cos§|}.
Czk,2,\

D

Lemma 2.6. Let A and B be Hermitian matrices of order n and let their eigenvalues be arranged

in increasing order. If of (A), aj(B), and oej(A + B) denote the j-th eigenvalues of A, B, and A + B

respectively, according to this arrangement, then

aj(A) + 01(B)S aj(A + B) S ail/4) +0413), 1S j S n-



Proof: This is a direct application of the Courant—Fisher theorem. See [7] El

Now, we are in position to state and prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.7. Let m E IN \ {0,1} and set A = (m — l)/2. Let f be a function as in (1.2). Let

£131,222,...,112n be distinct points on S’” with minimum geodesic separation e and mawimum geodesic

separation 6. If A is the matrix with entries Aij : f(dm (cc,,x j)) then

Z;>+max{|cosel, |cos<5|}2a;c (1—6W)
k_1 62k, 2,\

pm) s M) + csc"+ 52 a (5
Proof: We prove the theorem by estimating ||A||2 We first handle the case when f(0) : 0. In this

case, the i—th element in the main diagonal of A2 is given by

00

23/13]: Z 2 ak(l — p£(cosdm($,~,zj))),
j=l j=1k=1

SO

trace A2: Zak Z(1~P£(COSdm($iazj)))-
k=1i,j=1

By the previous lemma, we deduce that

2 <
0° " Cm _ Ck,,\traceA __ Zakz (<1-f— + 1

C2
max{|cosc|,|cos6|}

62k,2,\ k,2/\

k"\l\>+max{|cosc|, |cos<5|}2a1C (1—6 k’1 )).
k_1 C2k2\

Therefore,

||A||2<nJZak<1+cck’—’\,>+max{|cose||cos§|}2ak <1_c,\ >
62k,2,\k 1 k=1 62k“

If f(0) 7’: 0, we write Aij : f(0) + Hg, in which 315 = f(dm(mi,:1;j))— f(0) Combining Lemma 2.6

and the previous part We then see that an upper bound for the biggest eigenvalue of A is

k=l k=l
f(0)PradmZak (1+ fir/142A) +max{|cose|,|cos6|}Zak (1— 62221).

The theorem now follows from the proof of Corollary 2.2. E]



Remark. In practice, the bound given by Theorem 2.7 may be not so easy to handle. If we use the

fact that max{|cosc|,|cos6|} 5 l we. obtain the bound

[(0) + cscm+| % 2 Z ak
Ic=1

which is of same nature of that presented in Corollary 1.2.

3.LOWER ESTIMATES ON THE EIGENVALUES

In this section, we obtain lower bounds on the eigenvalues for matrices associated with strictly

conditionally negative definite functions having a representation as in (2.1). The procedure here is

similar to the one used in the previous section. We begin obtaining lower estimates for the Gegenbauer

polynomials similar to those obtained in Lemma 2.4.

Lemma 3.1. Let m E IN \ {0, 1} and set /\ : (m —1)/2.1fe,5 e (0,7r] and (13,3; 6 Sm are such that

e 5 dm(z,y) 5 5 then

1—p,’>(cosdm(x,y)) 2 (l —
Ck’A ) (1— max{|cose|,|cos5l}7 k 2 1.
C2k,2l

Proof: We use the same estimates we have obtained in the proof of Lemma 2.4. They lead to

62k,2/\ -— Czk,2)\l COS dm(w, y)| — Cu + cml COS dm(m1y)l
02k,2/\

: (1_ ck’A >(1——|cosdm($iy)l)
C2k,2)\

1— p£(cosdm(z,y)) 2

IV A D—‘ I Ck’A
> (1 — max{|cose|,|cos§|})

02k,2,\

The main theorem of this section is as follows.

Theorem 3.2. Let m E IN\ {0,1} and set /\ = (m — 1)/2. Let f be a function as in (1.2) satisfying
the additional requirement 2210 a2k+| > 0. Let m1, . . . , an be distinct points on S'" with minimum

geodesic separation 6 and maximum geodesic separation <5. IfA is the matrix with entries f(dm(a:,~,:1;j))

then

62k,2,\
p(A) 2 f(0)+\Jn(1— max{|cose|,|cos§|})2ak (1— ck’A >.

k=l



Proof: First, we assume f(0) = O. Proceding as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 but using Lemma 3.1

instead, we obtain

62k 2/\
l|A||2 2 n (i—max{|cose|,|cos6|})21a]c <—Ck—>.k”\

Hence , by (2.2),
00

A > n i—max cose, cosdfl( ) _ ( {l ll l})ljéjwW< 62k2\)

If f(()) yé 0, we combine. the previous part with Lemma 2.6 to obtain the result. D

Remarks. i) The previous theorem does not apply when 6 = 7r due to the symmetric nature of

the inequality in Lemma 2.4. This drawback may be fixed with the help of a different inequality or

perhaps with a different line of proof.

ii) Another procedure to obtain lower bounds is as follows: write the radicand in the expression

defining A as a regular Euclidean distance matrix and then use the eigenvalue estimates given in

either [2] or [17]. For instance, using the estimates presented in [2], one gets the following lower

bound for the eigenvalues of A

035”. “ CkA
0 + 1—max cose, coscS a 1— ’

.f() w < {| || mg k( 021m)

Here, 17,1 is the smallest odd bigger than or equal to n. Unfortunately, this bound is not as sharp as

that one obtained in the previous theorem.

4.ESTIMATES ON THE SPECTRAL CONDITION NUMBER: TWO EXAMPLES

In this section, we fix m = 2 and use the eigenvalue estimates obtained in earlier sections to

estimate the spectral condition number of interpolation matrices A associated with the functions

f1(t) = 2sin t/2 and f2(t) : x/f Before doing that, recall that for invertible normal matrices, the

spectral condition number for inversion is given by

cond A : p(A)p(A_1).

Thus, assuming that f(0) = 0 and employing the notation in Theorem 3.2, we have that

(1+ Ck,A/02k,2A) + max{|cosc|,|cos6|}(1— Ck,,\/Czk,2A)dA< (WmfleQ .con _ CSC / (1 —- ck,,\/c2k,2,\) — max{|cosc|,|cos<5|}(1— ck,,\/02k,2>\)

We start with the function fl. It is interesting to observe that the metric transform fl 0 dm is the

Euclidean chord distance. Hence, eigenvalue and condition number estimates can be obtained using

10



the results contained in [2] and in [1.7]. To obtain estimates using our results, we proceed as l'ollows.

From elementary trigonometry, we have that

,
I,

2sn| z : 2(l —- cost), 0 g l. S 7r,

so that fl meets the requirements of Theorems 2.7 and 3.2. From theorem 2.7, we have that

m/i \, (1+ —) +max{|cose|,|cos5|}<1— 9—1)
02,2 02,2

2 —2: n\/2_ \/7r+ —l—max{|cose|,|cos<5|}—~7r
.

7r 7r

MA) |/\

On the other hand, Theorem 3.2 gives us

A) 2 V271 \/7FT_2 — max{|

Thus,
2+(7r—2)max{|cose|,|cos6|}< (m+1)/2 7T+

-cond A—CSC 6/2 l/ir—Z—(7r—2)max{|cose|,|cos<5|}

For the function fz, one has to use the following series ([14, p 702])

.
°°

1/2arcsm a: = Zb2k+1sz+1(rz:), |:z:| S 1,
A7=U

in which

_ 7r(4k+ 3) (1/2);c
b2k+1 — —8 <—(k+1)!>

In the above expression (-);c denotes the Pochhannner symbol. Changing a into cost and arranging

we obtain

Mt)=:0\]Z bzk+1(1—P2k+1(C°St))

so that f2 meets the requirements of our theorems. Proceding as above we obtain the following bound

00 —1/2
CONd A S CSClmHVZ 6/2 lfl“ — maX{lCOSc|, lcosdlll Z b2k+l (1 _ ”Hill/2” .

k=U C4k+2,1
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